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Abstract

This paper proposes a new time alignment method between
scenario and sounds with voice, music and BGM (Back Ground
Music) in order to generate video caption automatically. The
proposed time alignment method, Voice-Music-Pause+BGM
method, is based on the composition of voice and music models.
The result of the experiments to evaluate the proposed method
shows the proposed method works about 10�60 times better
than the conventional time alignment methods.

1. Introduction
Japanese governmental report says that 350,000 people are
hearing-impaired and about 18% people of them can not use
sign language[1]. The other hearing-impaired people have dif-
ficulty to get the information they need. It is important for the
hearing-impaired to get more information using visual media,
because they can not get information from sound media and can
get information from visual media such as video captions.

The Japanese Ministry of Postal Services made guidelines
of video caption for TV programs. The guidelines request that
all ”off-line” TV programs should be attached captions (sub-
titles) by 2007. To achieve this request there are two solu-
tions; one is the hand labor and the other is based on speech
recognition. Well-trained persons require about 4 days to pro-
duce the video caption for a one-hour TV drama. On the other
hand, Japanese speech recognition has difficulty, since standard
acoustic model is not robust for actual speech input under noise
environment, general language model is almost impossible to
cover language contents of all dramas, and it is not easy to de-
termine captions uniquely because of Japanese homonyms. Be-
cause of heavy difficulty of the hand labor and low performance
of speech recognition technology, it is not easy to produce video
captions for all off-line TV programs. It is an obstacle to auto-
matic caption generation.

To solve the problems, our VCML project has developed a
special markup language (VCML: Video Caption Markup Lan-
guage) for displaying captions and its player (VCML player) for
reducing the hand labor and cost of making captions and easy
maintenance of caption information. As the video caption time
alignment method, Voice-Pause method[2] has been proposed
and shown its effectiveness, and its extended method, Voice-
Music-Pause method[3], has been proposed. Voice-Music-
Pause method can deal with the sounds containing music in-
tervals. However, these conventional two methods can not deal
with overlapped sounds such as voice and Back Ground Music
(BGM). This paper proposes a new time alignment module for
sounds with BGM.

The following are related studies: Telecommunications Ad-
vancement Organization of JAPAN (TAO) carried out a research
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t on TV closed caption production with the word spot-
ethod[4]. NHK and Nippon Television Network began
programs with closed captions using real time speech

nition[6, 7]. As a language for displaying multimedia
ation, Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language

L)[5] proposed by the W3C Synchronized Multimedia
ing Group can be displayed on Real Player G2.

2. VCML Project and Database
CML and VCML player

is the concept of the VCML project. The VCML project
ins two parts; the first part is the generation of VCML doc-
ts by ”Time Alignment” module based on scenario and
data. second part is VCML Player which is an Windows
application to display video and captions. This Player
trolled by VCML documents. ”Time Alignment” mod-
Fig.1 generates VCML documents to assign captions to
automatically[2]. The VCML is a display language and

ins the information regarding captions such as contents of
n and display timings.

sounds

VCML Player
VCML document

Time Alignment

scenario

video

Figure 1: VCML project.

00 Cats database

00 Cats database used in the experiments contains sounds
fairy-tale read by one actress and instrumental musics.

me length is about 31 minutes. The music instruments are
olin, viola, cello, piano and synthesizer.
he sound data was transfered from CD to a Personal Com-
and down-sampled at 12kHz. This database consists of 16
. Table 1 shows the classification into the three sets: Set1,
and Set3. All sets contain voice sounds. Set1 does not
in BGM and has music intervals. Set2 includes BGM and
not include music intervals. Set3 contains voice sounds
oth music and BGM sounds. The other tracks have some



problems, such as BGM is started in the middle of the track,
therefore, they were eliminated from the above three sets. The
reading unit in Table 1 is the text unit which is pronounced with-
out breath. This is automatically determined based on Japanese
sentence structure in the scenario using simple rules. This unit
also corresponds to a unit of caption display.

Table 1: Three sets in 100 Cats database.
Set Track No. No. of Music BGM

(length) Reading Units
1 5, 6, 7, 8, 16 37 yes no

(770sec)
2 2, 9, 14 19 no yes

(132sec)
3 3, 10, 13 25 yes yes

(625sec)

3. Time Alignment Module
The time alignment module generates the timing for display-
ing the captions. When the scenario and the sound are in-
puted, the output is displaying and erasing timing of the video
captions. Here, the scenario contains Japanese text and music
marks which indicate the existence of music intervals.

3.1. Conventional methods

Sounds alternately transit between two states; one is a “Voice
state” and the other is a “Pause state”. The Voice-Pause method
has been developed to use this alternation of speaking and
pause, and it makes a correspondence between the input sound
and the state of the speaking. The input text in the scenario are
divided into reading units, and the Voice-Pause method makes
time alignments to display and erase the caption for each read-
ing unit.

The Voice-Music-Pause method are formulated using 3
states; voice, pause and music. In these two conventional meth-
ods, the voice feature templates with 39 vectors were created
for calculation of voice feature distance. These templates are
38 phoneme feature vectors and 1 silence feature vector.

Table 2 describes the sound state definition.

Table 2: The definition of sound states.
Voice � Voice only.

� Voice + Music(BGM).
Pause � Not including any sounds.

�Intervals for a breathing.
Music �Neither Voice nor Pause intervals.

3.2. Voice-Music-Pause+BGM method

Most of TV programs such as dramas contains voice overlapped
music (BGM). However, the conventional method can not deal
with voice sounds under BGM environment. To solve this
problem a new alignment method, Voice-Music-Pause+BGM
method, is proposed. Voice-Music-Pause+BGM method is im-
plemented using overlapped sound model[8] which makes com-
posed sound model based on two given sound models.
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or every combination of voice feature vector �� and music
e vector ��, its composed sound, �� � �� � ��, is calcu-
based on a composition in autocorrelation domain. �� is
rted into LPC cepstrum coefficients. The sound composi-
ethod is defined as follows;
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�� � ��
�� � � � ��� (2)

�� and �� show a power and autocorrelation coefficients
omposition of the voice and music feature vectors, where
d �� are estimated powers of voice and music. �� is the
r of the input sound. � is the order of autocorrelation
cients and is equal to 16. Powers ��� �� are estimated
Eq.(3).
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model �. �� is replaced as �� � � if �� � �.
n optimal correspondence between scenario and input
s is determined using DP algorithm. In determination, the
ated duration of the speaking state is applied. This dura-
pecifies how many frames continue in the state. The mean
ons of the music and pause states are also used. The min-
ccumulation value, 	����� � 
 � �� � � � � �, from

arting point ��� �� to the current point �
� �� is calculated
lows;
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(5)
 are the numbers of input sound frames and states.
is the accumulation of the local distance from lattice
�
 � �� �� to �
� ��. ���	 is the difference in the frame

from estimated duration of state �, when the state �

ues � frames. The duration �� can be estimated using
��� �, where � is the number of characters in the reading
For pause and music interval, �� is determined heuristi-
�� is the weighting parameter for estimated duration of
and �� is the adjusting parameter for the duration of all
and is set to 1.5. This means that the frame length of all

ate are less than 1.5 times as long as a estimated duration.
and ���	 are defined using the following Eqs.(6) and (7).
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the local distance during the �-state and the 
-input frame.
ifference between Voice-Music-Pause+BGM method and
oice-Music-Pause method is just the calculation of local



distance. The conventional methods calculate the local dis-
tance between input sounds and each state template. The Voice-
Music-Pause+BGM method calculates the distance between in-
put sounds and the composed templates; voice and music. For
�-th input sound vector ��, the local distance ���� of voice, si-
lence and music feature vector, �, � and� is defined as follows;
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where ����� are the numbers of vectors for voice, music and
noise. LPC cepstrum distance ����� calculate the distance of
acoustic feature vectors.
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where 	� � � is the weighting parameter for the power term.

3.3. Voice modeling

In conventional methods, as the voice feature vectors phoneme
templates are used to calculate the local distance in Eq.(8).
Phoneme-based voice feature vectors have two problems: the
phonemically labeled speech database is required to make the
phoneme templates. The ATR balanced 216 isolated word
speech database used in the previous studies is 12kHz sampling
rate, so this voice features deal with only 12kHz sampling data.
This limits the sound datas and the collaboration with other re-
searches. Second problem is that this voice modeling can not
extend to the other languages because Japanese phoneme tem-
plates are used as voice feature vectors.

To solve these problems, the VQ-based vector generation
is compared for voice feature vectors. Using LBG algorithm
the VQ codebook was generated from the ATR balanced 216
isolated words, and the codebook for music feature vectors
were generated from Music 100 database[9]. For the general-
ity, for training 100 Cats database was not used. The Music 100
database was down sampled at 12kHz from 16kHz for matching
the sampling rate of 100 Cats database and ATR balanced 216
isolated words.

4. Experiments and Results
The evaluation of the VQ-based sound modeling used Set1 data,
which does not contain BGM sound data. In order to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the VQ-based modeling, the overlapped
sound model is not applied and the conventional Voice-Music-
Pause method is applied.

The Voice-Music-Pause+BGM method experiment used
Set2 and Set3 data, contained Music and BGM. It seems that
the composed sound model may require more precise voice fea-
ture, then in the Voice-Music-Pause+BGM method LPC analy-
sis order is set to 16th and LPC cepstrum analysis to 24th. The
parameters are set as follows; �	�� 	
� 	�� � ��
�� �
�� �
��
and � � �
��� � � ��
�� for the estimated duration of the
speaking state. These values are determined from the previous
study[3]. Table 3 is the speech analysis conditions.
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Table 3: Speech analysis conditions.
Voice Feature LPC Cepstrum Coeffi. and

Auto Correlation Coeffi.
Truncation Order 17th (Sec.4.1)

25th (Sec.4.2)
Sampling Frequency 12 kHz
LPC Analysis Order 14th (Sec.4.1)

16th (Sec.4.2)
PC Cepstrum Analysis 16th (Sec.4.1)

24th (Sec.4.2)
Frame Length 512 points (42.6 msec)

Frame Shift 512 points (42.6 msec)
Window Function Hamming Window

Pre-emphasis ��� �
������

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256

Codebook Size

VQ codebook
Phoneme templates

e 2: Comparison between VQ codebook and phoneme
ates (Set1).

omparison between VQ codebook and phoneme tem-
s

shows the comparison between VQ codebook and
me templates. The gap time decreases monotonically
the size of the VQ codebook increases. Here, the gap time
time difference between correct answer (labeled data)

etected timing. The gap time using larger VQ codebooks
he size of phoneme templates 38 is smaller than that us-
honeme templates. This result shows that the VQ-based

modeling works well and can be replaced of phoneme
ates.

valuation of Voice-Music-Pause+ BGM method

Set2 data the evaluation of the Voice-Music-Pause+BGM
+B) method was carried out. Table 4 shows the result
256 sizes VQ codebooks of voice and music. The gap

of the VMP+B method improved about 60 times better
he Voice-Music-Pause (VMP) method.
he reason of consuming more execution time for the
+B method comes from the amounts of the calculation of
cal distances for the composed sound models. The com-
on complexity for the local distance of the conventional
d is ���� using � size vectors. When the codebook
for voice and music vectors are ���, respectively, the



computation complexity for local distance using the composed
sound model is ��� � ��.

Table 4: Alignment performance for Set2 data.

Method Gap Time(sec) Execution Time(sec)

VMP 29.640 29
VMP+B 0.546 654

VMP: Voice-Music-Pause method
VMP+B: Voice-Music-Pause+BGM method

The experiment result for Set3 data using 256 size VQ
codebook are shown in Table 5. The gap time of the VMP+B
method is reduced one tenth than the VMP method perfor-
mance. The result shows the proposed VMP+B method is more
effective than the conventional method. However, the result of
Table 5 is not good comparing with the results in Fig.2 and Ta-
ble 4. In fact it is a fatal error of display timings of video cap-
tion with the gap time more than 5 sec. Fig.3 shows series of
the gap times for reading units and music intervals. Here, the
net box shows the gap times for music intervals. The gap times
for music intervals and for reading units after music intervals
are relatively large. Comparing the difference between Tables
4 and 5, the result for for Set3 data in Fig.3 is poorer and the
VMP+B method is still not able to align the music intervals
correctly. Inaccurate characterization of music intervals causes
inaccurate alignment of the following reading units. The dura-
tion constraint of the music state is not practical, therefore, other
techniques, for example, the detection of the music intervals[10]
should be employed.

The detected timings in Table 4 is not satisfactory, be-
cause the gap time using the Voice-Pause method in the original
report[2] is about 0.072 sec. Sound data in the report is recorded
for blind people and carefully read to transmit the story. On the
other hand, the “100 Cats” sound data in this paper is more
artistic and speech rate is not constant. It seems that this differ-
ence causes the poorer estimation of the duration of the speak-
ing state and poorer alignment performance. In order to clarify
the problem, more experiment using the same database in [2]
with artificially added BGM sounds should be carried out.

Table 5: Alignment performance for Set3 data.
Method Gap Time(sec) Execution Time(sec)

VMP 48.436 91
VMP+B 4.855 1,680

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed a new time alignment method between sce-
nario and sounds with voice, music and BGM (Back Ground
Music) in order to generate video caption automatically. The
proposed Voice-Music-Pause+BGM method showed 10�60
times more accurate than the conventional methods. The result
of the improved accuracy is still not satisfactory. In the future
works, the detection of the music intervals should be combined
with the proposed method.
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Figure 3: The gap time for Set3 data.
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